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The Enduring Allure of $5 Micro Back Plates 
629 and 637 

by Peter Huntoon 

Purpose 
The purpose of this article is to explain what happened to create early U. S. small size $5 micro 

back plates 629 and 637, to highlight some of the delights that they created for us, and to update the list of 
reported varieties made from them. 

Another objective is to pull together in one place all the technical data associated with these plates 
and provide key references to the literature that comprises the foundation upon which our knowledge of 
them rests. 

Micro backs 629 and 637 were extraordinary because they were used long after all the other $5 
micro back plates had worn out so they created a trove of our rarest mules. 637 even created some non- 
mules. Varieties printed from these plates are among the most avidly sought small size notes. 

Micro back 629 produced 35,225 sheets (422,700 notes) during a three month period straddling 1947 
and 1948.   Plate 637 produced 598,259 sheets (7,179,108 notes) from 1945 until 1949. 

The last of the other $5 micro backs wore out in February 1940. 

Figure 2. Micro back plates 629 and 637 
created a rich trove of exotic varieties 
between 1945 and 1949, most being mules 
made long after the last of the ordinary 
micro back plates wore out in 1940. 

It will be necessary to develop several concepts in order to fully understand 629 and 637; 
specifically, (1) non-muled and muled notes, (2) old and new gauge plates, (3) steel roll transfer and 
electrolytic plates, (4) salvaged plates and (5) late-finished plates. 

Mules and Non-Mules 
A mule is a note that has a micro plate serial number on one side and a macro number on the other. 

See Figure 11 for a comparison if you are unfamiliar with what we mean by micro and macro. Mules have 
been collected avidly since they first were recognized and cataloged in the late 1960s (Huntoon, 1988a & 
b). 

Figure 1.   A great rarity with one reported specimen is the $5 Series of 1934A silver certificate 637 mule star note. 
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The mule era was launched in 1937 and lasted until 1953. The innovation that created them 
involved the enlargement of the size of the plate serial numbers etched onto the subjects of printing plates. 
This change was made at the request of the Secret Service in August of 1937 because their agents wanted 
larger numbers so that they could be more easily read on worn notes. Approval was received from the 
Secret Service on October 20th for numbers that were about 1-1/3 times larger than those to be replaced 
(Huntoon, 2012). 

Plates began to be made with macro plate serial numbers at the beginning of 1938. However, the 
bureau did not cancel the existing micro plates in their inventory. Instead, they continued to send them to 
press, often alongside new plates with macro numbers, until they wore out. The result was a mix of micro 
and macro plates on both the back and face presses. 

The presses held four plates. Consequently the product stream could include as many as four 
combinations depending on the mix of plates on the two presses: 

micro back - micro face  = non-mule 
micro back - macro face = mule  
macro back - micro face  = mule  
macro back - macro face = non-mule. 

Micro faces routinely became mated with macro backs and vice versa, and these are our mules. 
The first macro $5 plate was Series of 1934A silver certificate face 562 that was begun November 

1, 1937, certified January 7, 1938 and sent to press on January 10th. Production from it was mated with 
micro backs. The resulting 1934A mules began to be numbered on January 25th, with the first serial 
number being D50352001A (Huntoon, 1997). 

The first $5 macro back was 939, begun December 7, 1937, certified January 13, 1938 and sent to 
press March 15, 1938. From then on both micro and macro backs served together until the last serviceable 
ordinary micro, which was plate 905, wore out on February 14, 1940. 

Important for our discussion is that $5 back plate 629, which was certified on December 29, 1933, 
carried micro numbers. Similarly, micro serial numbers were etched onto 637 just before that plate was 
certified on November 10, 1944. Clearly these two micro plates were exotics when they showed up on the 
presses beginning in 1945 and 1947, respectively. 

Old and New Gauge 
Both 629 and 637 owe their uniqueness to a program undertaken during the summer of 1934 to 

reduce spoilage. The problem was tight upper and lower margins on notes. The solution was to increase 
the vertical separation between the subjects on plates (Huntoon, 2004). 

Plates with wider separations began to be phased in on $5 plates beginning with silver certificate 
Series of 1934 face plate 25 in September 1934. Such plates were called new gauge by Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing personnel. 

The plate histories for the back plates straddling the changeover are summarized on Table 1. The 
last of the tightly spaced $5 back plates was 629. Old gauge back plates through 575 saw active service 
until January 28, 1936. However, old gauge $5 backs 576 through 628 never were used. They were 
finally canceled as obsolete on April 1, 1937. Plate 629 was saved unused in the plate vault as the last of 
its kind! 
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Table 1. Summary plate histories for small size $5 micro back plates made during the 
transition from old to new gauge backs. Notice the out-of-character usage for plates 629 and 637. Data 
from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (various dates-a). 

Plate Type Begun Finished Useda Canceled 

Old Gauge: 

 
 
 
 
 

New Gauge: 
 

630b steel Oct 26, 1934 Jan 31, 1935 Jan 11, 1936-Sep 6, 1938 Sep 7, 1938 
631b electro Dec 13, 1934 defective not used Jan 7, 1935
632 electro Dec 13, 1934 Jan 2, 1935 Nov 27, 1935-May 25, 1938 May 26, 1938
633 electro Dec 19, 1934 Jan 7, 1935 Nov 27, 1935-Sep 6, 1938 Sep 7, 1938
634 electro Dec 19, 1934 Jan 8, 1935 Nov 27, 1935-Apr 1, 1937 Apr 2, 1937
635b electro Dec 28, 1934 defective not used Jan 24, 1935
636 electro Dec 28, 1934 Jan 11, 1935 Nov 27, 1935-Apr 7, 1938 Apr 8, 1938
637b electro Jan 24, 1935 Nov 10, 1944 Jun 23, 1945-Jun 15, 1949 Jun 16, 1949
638 electro Jan 24, 1935 Feb 4, 1935 Nov 27, 1935-Oct 1, 1936 Oct 2, 1936

 

a. These are the first and last dates when the plates were logged out to the plate printing division. 
There were periods during these ranges when the plates were out of service. 

b. These plates were masters.   631 and 635 were defective and not used. 
 

New gauge micro back 637 played a pivotal role in the startup of new gauge $5 back plate 
production. 

Steel Roll Transfer and Electrolytic Plates 
By the 1930s virtually all small size production plates were made by electrolytic deposition of first 

nickel and then iron onto molds called altos. The electrolytic replication technology was invented at the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing by George U. Rose in 1911 and scaled up for routine production of plates 
in 1920. Use of iron as the primary metal for making electrolytic press plates began in 1928 during the 
production of $1 Series of 1928 silver certificate plates (Huntoon, unpublished). 

The concept at the time was that a 12-subject steel master plate was coated with a thin film of 
graphite to make it conductive. The plate was then submerged in an electrolytic bath containing a source 
electrode consisting of nickel. An electrical current was passed through the bath wherein the nickel source 
was positively charged and the master plate negatively charged. This caused nickel to dissolve from the 
nickel source and deposit on the master plate. After a sufficient thickness of nickel had built up on the 
master, it was removed from the bath. 

The nickel buildup, called an alto, was separated from the master. It was a mold of the master so, 
of course, the engraving on the master stood in relief on its surface. At the time 629 was made, the alto 
was washed with potassium dichromate, which slightly oxidized its surface. This allowed for separation 
of successive production plates deposited on its surface once they were formed. 

The production plates were formed by submerging the alto in the electrolytic bath so that a thin 
buildup of nickel could be deposited on its surface.   Next iron was deposited until the plate reached the 
desired thickness.   This object was called a basso, which was a perfect intaglio replica of the master plate. 

Once separated from the alto, the back of the basso was ground smooth; its edges were machined 
to allow it to be mounted on a press, and plate serial numbers were etched into its subjects. A thin layer 
of chromium - the hardest metal - was then electrolytically deposited onto its surface to give it longer

575 electro Mar 12, 1933 Mar 15, 1933 Jan 4, 1936-Jan 8, 1936 Apr 1, 1937 
576-  Mar 12, 1933- Mar 15, 1933-  

628 electros Dec 6, 1933 Feb 23, 1934 not used Apr 1, 1937
629 electro Dec 6, 1933 Dec 29, 1933 Nov 17, 1947-Feb 2, 1948 Feb 17, 1948
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wearing properties and a smoother surface to facilitate wiping. These steps transformed it into a working 
production plate. 629 was made in this fashion and carried the code EI in its margin, which stood for 
electrolytic iron. 

In the 1930s, steel 12-subject master plates were the starting point for replication of a new series 
of electrolytic plates. Two new gauge steel masters were made; specifically 630 and 631, wherein the 
subjects were spaced a bit farther apart than previously. The method used to make both involved an old 
technology called roll transfer. 

The origin for the images on the plates was the master die for the uniform $5 back design first made 
and used in 1928. This, of course, was an intaglio die. Intaglio means that the engraving was cut into its 
surface.   The die had been hardened through a heat treating process when it was completed in 1928. 

The die was mounted on the bed of a machine called a transfer press. Next a cylinder of soft steel 
also was mounted on the press so that it could be rolled back and forth over the die under loads of up to a 
few tons per square inch. As this was done, the soft steel on the surface of the roll flowed into the intaglio 
lines cut into the die and the roll eventually picked up a perfect image on its surface from the die. Notice 
that this image stood in relief on the surface of the roll. 

The roll was heat treated to harden it, and once hardened it could be used on a transfer press to lay 
in the image onto soft steel plates as many times as needed.   This is how plates 630 and 631 were made. 
Master 631 was defective so it was canceled.   Thus 630 became the first new gauge $5 master back plate. 

Plate serial numbers were not etched into the subjects on 630 at this point nor was it hardened. 
Instead, it was going to serve as a master to make two altos numbered 1216 and 1217. 

Plate 637 - the second hero of this tale - was an iron basso with a thin nickel face reproduced from 
alto 1216. However, 637 was not destined to be a production plate so plate serial numbers were not etched 
into its surface either. Instead, it was going to be used as a 12-subject master mold to make other altos, 
which would go on to be used to make innumerable 12-subject back plates over the next few decades. The 
reason 637 was preferentially employed in this capacity over steel 630 was that nickel altos separate more 
easily from nickel-faced iron masters than from steel masters. 

In fact the useful life of steel 630 as a master was short once altos 1216 and 1217 were made. Plate 
serial numbers were etched into it thus converting it into a production plate that was certified for use on 
January 31, 1935. It was then sent to press and consumed. In contrast, 637 was saved as a master for 
over a decade. 

Figure 3. The rarest 637 legal tender variety is a Series of 1928C mule with about a dozen reported including this 
single star note.   Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction archives. 

Salvaged Plates 
Weapons production during World War II created a shortage of steel for non-military applications, 

and the Bureau of Engraving was not immune. The result was that the bureau instituted resource 
conservation measures like all lower priority industries across the nation. The last possible impressions 
were squeezed out of plates and recycling efforts of all kinds were implemented. 
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One means to extend the life of worn plates was to repress the intaglio images into them using rolls 
lifted from the master die.   This process is called reentry. 

As for recycling, that program became particularly innovative when it came to plates. Employees 
scoured the plate inventory looking for anything that could be used to print notes (Huntoon and Yakes, 
2013). This obviously involved finding plates in the inventory that had not been used for some reason. It 
also involved finding objects such as bassos and masters that could be converted into production plates. 

You know where this is going. They found master basso 637, etched plate serial numbers into its 
surface, chromed it, cemented it to a steel backing and sent it off to press. The margin code placed on its 
top margin was CI for chromed iron. They also found unused 629 and mistakenly sent it off to press not 
realizing that it was an obsolete old-gauge plate. 

Furthermore, when these plates showed wear, they were sent for reentry to refurbish worn design 
elements using a roll lifted from the master die. Seven reentries kept 637 going from 1945 to 1949. A 
less glamorous fate awaited 629. 

Late-Finished Plates 
Notes printed from most of the small number of steel and electrolytic masters that were salvaged 

and converted into production plates were readily recognized by early small note collectors because they 
carried macro plate serial numbers that had abnormally small values in comparison to the numbers on the 
younger plates with which they served. 

For example, what we were finding were notes printed during the war years such as $5 silver 
certificate face 307, a number assigned to the plate in 1936 during the micro era. The records reveal that 
307 was not completed in 1936 as a Series of 1934 plate but instead was finished in 1942 as a Series of 
1934A on which macro plate serial numbers were etched. These salvaged plates are called late-finished 
(Huntoon, 1984-b). 

The salvaged plates generally were completed with macro plate serial numbers, although the 
numbers dated from the micro era. They stood out like a sore thumb. Late-finished Series of 1934A face 
307 found itself completed and used in 1942 alongside other 1934A faces with plate serial numbers in the 
1670 range. 

In stark contrast though, when master back 637 was salvaged in November 1944, the engraver who 
etched plate serial numbers onto its subjects recognized that it was begun during the micro era so he 
conscientiously etched micro numbers into the plate. 

637 was a true late-finished plate, but we collectors couldn’t figure it as such because it didn’t 
have macro numbers. Its true character didn’t became evident until we recognized and understood plate 
salvaging. 

Use 
With 629 and 637 we had two salvaged plates, 629 a resurrected obsolete old gauge plate and 

637 a converted electrolytic master basso, both of which were sent to press in the mid- to late-1940s. 
Both carried micro back plate numbers long after all the other $5 micro back and most micro face plates 
had worn out.   Only some micro $5 Series of 1934 Federal Reserve face plates were left. 

Next when we talk about possible back-face matings, it is important to point out that the backs 
were printed first. The rule of thumb was that typically it took a minimum of about ten days of curing 
and processing before newly printed backs were forwarded on to the face presses. Similar lags occurred 
between face printings and numbering.  

Longer delays of several months were possible because back stock sometimes was printed in 
advance, later to be used as feed stock for various face printings (Yakes, 2007). There  even are 
instances of stockpiled back and face printed sheets that were numbered as much as a few years later. 
However, all indications are that processing delays were minimal when it came to production involving 
micro backs 629 and 637. 

The micro backs printed from 629 and 637 were mated with a plethora of different varieties of 
faces. The result was the creation of the most exotic varieties ever seen, most of which were mules. 
In all there are 140 possibilities of which 55 have been reported at this writing if we define a possibility 
as a specific back and face mating within a given block of serial numbers. 
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An interesting fact is that the first to go to press was 637. It was repeatedly taken out of service 
when it showed wear or damage so that it could be reentered to prolong its life. The clerk in the plate 
vault sent 629 to press during one of these down periods. 

The information on Table 2 reveals that back 637 served 16 press hitches between June 23, 1945 
and June 15, 1949. As shown on Figures 4 and 5, production from it overlapped the printing of 
innumerable face varieties.   Backs from 637 could have been mated with any of them. 

Figure 4. Graph showing the over-
lapping periods of use between 
micro backs 629 and 637, and the 
design elements on 1934 series silver 
certificates and 1928 series legal 
tender notes. The bold letters 
between the arrows are serial 
number blocks. Data from Huntoon 
(1997). 
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Figure 5.   Graph showing the overlapping periods of use between micro backs 629 and 
637, and the design elements on 1934 series Federal Reserve notes.   The large letters 
denote the Federal Reserve districts.   The bold letters between the arrows are serial 
number blocks.   34Y refers to Series of 1934 notes with vivid yellow-green seal and serial 
numbers.   Data from Huntoon (1997). 
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Table 2.   Plate record cards for $5 micro backs 629 and 637.   The formats of the two cards were different. 
Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (various dates-b). 

Plate Serial Number 629: 
Press Record 

Date Certified:   Dec. 29, 1933; Plate Number 1422 
$5 uniform currency back, electrolytic, chrome, iron, 1928, 12 subjects 

To press                   Dropped
Sheets 

Date Sec.   Printer        Printed   Good Repairs     Worna Repairs 

11-24-47   1      A.F. Mitchell        35,225 2-2-48 engr. drop K note worn 

Date canceled:   Feb. 17, 1948 

Plate Serial Number 637: 

Record of Impressions Printed from Engraved Plate Plate 
Printing Division 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing 

Date certified:   Nov. 10, 1944; Plate Number 1442 
$5 uniform currency back Series 1928, electrolytic, chrome, cycleweld cemented, 12 subject 

To Press       Dropped     

Press  Sheets 
Date No. Printer Printed Good Repairs Recertified Remarksa 

6-23-45 645 E. Harvey 77,175 9-21-45 11-28-45 engr. drop A note 
12-6-45 647 D. Hassett 26,075 1-23-46 regular 
2-12-46 719 E. Rockenback   9,900 3-6-46 worn L noteb

3-18-46 649 J. Robson 96,255 6-11-46 regular 
7-2-46 542 J. P. Brennon 9,225 7-19-46 8-19-46 engr. drop D note
9-26-46 542 F. Hoffman 11,200 10-17-46 regular 
10-21-46 547 W. Feasel 1,566 10-24-46 hold 
10-25-46 517 Jack Evans 2,975 10-31-46 11-20-46 worn rt side C note
12-3-46 604 J. P. Barr 21,700 12-23-46 hold 
1-31-47 654 P. J. Davis 12,694 2-13-47 2-27-47 digs between D & J notes
2-28-47 107 H. Olsen 70,700 7-17-47 8-4-47 scratch in C note
10-6-47 107 H. Olsen 20,150 11-12-47 regular 
2-17-48 517 B. Gundle  131,244 9-23-48 10-7-48 engr. drop worn
11-9-48 639 M. Palter 79,550 1-17-49 hold 
2-22-49 645 F. J. Cook 21,600 3-7-49 4-5-49 engr. drop worn
6-2-49 510 W. C. Feasel 6,250 6-14-49 third note worn next to no.

 598,259 

Date canceled:   June 16, 1949 

a. Explanation of terms: engr. drop = plate taken off press because of wear; regular = plate was fully serviceable
when taken off the press; hold = hold plate in the press room for further use; do not send back to the plate
vault.

b. The noted wear on the L note was not a problem because the plate was sent back to press without being
reentered.
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Back 629 was on a press continuously for two and a half months from November 17, 1947 through 
February 2, 1948. It was dropped on February 2nd so that the K-note, which exhibited wear, could be 
reentered. It was discovered at that time to be an obsolete old gauge plate, probably by the siderographer 
who was assigned to repair it, so it was canceled February 17. Matings to 629 backs were limited to LT 
Series of 1928E and SC and FRN Series of 1934C faces. 

Production from every possible face plate variety with either 629 or 637 backs could have been 
numbered with either regular or star serial numbers, or both. Table 3 is a list of all the possibilities as 
well as the reported varieties. The first report of a 629 star note of any kind just arrived in 2014 in the 
form of a Series of 1934C silver certificate. 

 
Table 3.   Possible and reported $5 varieties from micro back plates 629 and 637. 
The underlined blocks have been observed.    
Report new finds to: peterhuntoon@embarqmail.com 

 

Plate 
 
629 

Class 
 

SC 

Series 
 

1934C 

Dist. Type 
 

mule 

Serial Blocks 
 

MA, NA, *A 
 LT 

FRN 
1928E 
1934C 

 
A 

mule 
mule 

HA, *A 
AA, A* 

   B mule BC, B*
   C 

D 
E 
F 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

CA, C* 
DA, D*  
EA, E* 
FA, F* 

   G 
H 
I 
J 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

GB, G*  
HA, H*  
IA, I* 
JA, J* 

   K 
L 

mule 
mule 

KA, K* 
LA, L* 

637 SC 1934A  mule KA, LA, *A 
  1934B  mule KA, LA, *A

 1934C wide              mule                LA, MA, NA, PA, *A 
 

LT 
1934C narrow 
1928C 

mule
mule 

NA, PA, *A
GA, *A 

 1928D 
1928E 

mule 
mule 

GA, *A
GA, HA, *A 

FRN 1934 A 
B 

non-mule
non-mule 

AA, A*
BB, B* 

  C 
D 
E 
F 

non-mule 
non-mule 
non-mule 
non-mule 

CA, C* 
DA, D*  
EA, E*  
FA, F* 

 
 

FRN 

 
 

1934A 

H 
J 
A 
B 
C 

non-mule 
non-mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

HA, H*  
JA, J* 
AA, A*  
BB, B* 
CA, C* 

  D 
E 
F 

mule 
mule 
mule 

DA, D* 
EA, E* 
FA, F* 
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G 
H 
L 

mule 
mule 
mule 

GA, GB, G* 
HA, H* 
LA, LB, L* 

               FRN 1934B A 
B 
B 212 
C 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

AA, A* 
BB, B* 
BB, B* 
CA, C* 

D 
E 
F 
G 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

DA, D* 
EA, E* 
FA, F* 
GB, G* 

H 
I 
J 
L 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

HA, H* 
IA, I* 
JA, J* 
LA, LB, L* 

               FRN 1934C A 
B wide 
B nar 
C 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

AA, A* 
BB, BC, B* 
BB, BC, B* 
CA, CB, C* 

D 
E 
F 
G 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

DA, D* 
EA, E* 
FA, F* 
GB, G* 

H 
I 
J 
K 

mule 
mule 
mule 
mule 

HA, H* 
IA, I* 
JA, J* 
KA, K* 

L mule LB, L*

Figure 6.   The only micro back plate 629 star note of any class reported to date is this Series of 1934C silver certificate. 
Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction Archives. 

629 and 637 Rarity 
There are, of course, two major considerations when analyzing the rarity of 629 and 637 notes: (1) 

the number of sheets printed from each plate and (2) the faces with which they were mated. 
Seventeen times as many 637 backs were printed than 629s, however Figures 4 and 5 reveal that 

629 didn’t overlap the production of nearly as many face plate varieties as 637. What 629 lacked in 
diversity, it made up for in rarity.   Every note with a 629 back is scarce to rare regardless of face. 
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In general the 629 and 637 varieties rank as most common in the silver certificate series, less 
common in the legal tender series, and rare among the Federal Reserve notes. 

Within a given class, the most readily available 637s are those from the most recent series; 
specifically, SC 1934C, LT 1928E and FRN 1934C. As you step back into successively older series, you 
start to move into scarce to rare territory. SC 1934B, LT 1928D and FRN 1934B are decidedly scarce. In 
contrast SC 1934A, LT 1928C and FRN 1934A range from really tough to genuinely rare. 

Micro 637 backs mated with micro Series of 1934 Federal Reserve faces yielded a non-mule variety 
that is scarcer than any of its 1934A, B and C cousins. There were no comparable 637 LT 1928B or 1934 
SC non-mules. 

The star notes should hew to this same pattern but in general they are so rare each occurrence 
represents a statistical blip! 

A solitary star note has been reported from the 629 printings:   SC 1934C *13687025A. 
Only  a  single  star  note  has  been  reported  from  the  following  637  varieties: SC  1934A 

*11747571A, SC 1934C narrow *14984863A and LT 1928C *06928553A. Two each of the following 
star notes have been reported: FRN 1934A, FRN 1934B and LT 1928E. The fact is, there aren’t enough 
637 stars to go around even in the most common variety, which is the SC 1934C. 

You can peruse Table 3 to determine which star varieties currently are unreported. 
 

 
Figure 7. Micro back plate 629 occurs on 1934C silver certificates, 1928E legal tenders and 1934C Federal Reserve 
notes. The FRNs are the rarities with six from three districts having been reported. This note was the discovery. 
The second with serial B22594947C from the next pack in equal grade was the 2nd to be reported decades later.  What 
is the probability of that? 

 

FRN $5 629 and 637 Mules 
Without question, the Federal Reserve notes are the toughest class to collect. 637 FRN mules 

are found in Series of 1934A, 1934B and 1934C printings, whereas the 629s are confined solely to 1934C. 
All were produced in far smaller quantities than comparable vintage silver certificate and legal tender issues. 
Furthermore, those that were made were spread thinly and unevenly across the 12 districts with many 
skipped districts in the various series as shown on Figure 5. 

Consequently, every 637 FRN mule, regardless of series constitutes a rarity. The raw statistics 
from Logan Talks’ census are: 1934A fifteen, 1934B twenty-five and 1934C thirty-six. These certainly 
are undercounts but not by much. The important thing is that each of these series totals represents all 
twelve Federal Reserve banks. The survivors by bank number in the low single digits or the district is 
unreported. 

The FRN block currently most represented by 637 mules is the 1934C Chicago GB with 7 
reported. There are 6 and 4 reported respectively from the 1934C JA and BC blocks. The numbers fall 
off sharply from there for the other districts in the 1934C series. The numbers get progressively thinner 
as we move down the line through the 1934B and 1934A series. 
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The virtually impossible $5 FRN mule is a 629 Series of 1934C.   So far a total of only nine are 
reported divided between New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland and Chicago. 

Figure 8. A late group of $5 Series of 1934A silver certificate mules occurred in the KA and LA serial number 
blocks that were printed during 1945-6 when use of the last of those face plates overlapped early micro back 637 
production. The star note shown on Figure 1 was printed at this same time. 

SC $5 1934A KA Block 
The rate of production of $5 silver certificates fell off dramatically between late 1942 and early 

1946. In fact the only $5 SC production in 1943 and 1944 consisted of WW II yellow seals. The result 
was that the printing of 100 million notes that comprised the KA block stretched over three and a half years 
rather than being completed in less than a year as was typical for other blocks before and after. 

Coincidentally more varieties were introduced and interspersed within the KA block than in any 
other time in $5 SC history.   Included were the following varieties: 

1. regular Series of 1934A blue seals,
2. six groups of Series of 1934A WW II yellow seals,
3. Series of 1934A late-finished face plate 307 blue seals,
4. Series of 1934A late-finished face plate 307 WW II yellow seals,
5. micro back plate 637 Series of 1934A blue seal mules,
6. regular Series of 1934B blue seals,
7. micro back plate 637 Series of 1934B blue seal mules.

The first 1934B bore serial K90480001A and was delivered February 6, 1946 (Shafer, 1967). 
Late finished face 307 was started as a micro Series of 1934 plate April 6, 1936 but finished as a 

macro 1934A on July 3, 1942. Its seven press runs between July 9, 1942 and June 3, 1943 produced 47,437 
sheets (569,244 notes) that totally missed being mated with any of the ordinary micro backs or micro 637, 
so there are no 307 mules. They were overprinted with both blue and yellow seals, the latter being the 
most common. The fact that no 307 face landed on micro backs, especially 637, was a lost opportunity 
(Huntoon, 1997). 

All the Series of 1934A KA block mules and those that followed in the LA block are 637 mules. 
The 1934A KA and LA mules seem like peculiar latecomers because ordinary 1934A mules ceased at the 
very beginning of the HA block so there are no mules in the IA and JA blocks. Micro back 629 went to 
press too late to appear on any KA or LA block silver certificates. 

SC $5 Series of 1934C 629 MA Mules 
Micro 629 backs are most commonly found on Series of 1934C silver certificates in the NA block. 

However, the great sleeper is a 629 from the MA block. Fate had it that the first of the printings from plate 
629 arrived in the numbering section just as the last of the MA block was being overprinted. 
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Yakes (2014) reveals that to date only two MA block 629s have been recorded; specifically, 
M98327736A and M99064292A.   The lesson here is that when handling 629 and 637 varieties, it is 
important to determine if you have one from one of the short production runs. 

Figure 9. Only four narrow silver certificate Series of 1934C face plates were made, numbered 2028 to 2031. Some 
impressions from them were printed on micro 637 backs to produce exotic rare mules.  This narrow face 637 star note 
is the only star note of the variety that has been found to date.   Photo courtesy of Andrew Waltman. 

 

SC $5 Series of 1934C Narrow Face 637 Mules 
A program to resize the small size currency designs began to be implemented at the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing during December 1947, when work on the narrow $5 FRN face die was begun 
(Huntoon and Hodgson, 2006). The program concluded with the hardening of the narrow $5 and $10 back 
dies on September 20, 1950. 

The purpose for the resizing program as recorded on die cards was to make all the face engravings 
the same size as the $1 SC face, which was designated as the standard. The backs were to be 
proportionately smaller. All the designs that were resized originally had been engraved a bit larger. The 
notes that came out of this process are called the narrow varieties. 

Some were shortened in the vertical dimension and others in the horizontal. It was the horizontal 
dimensions that were reduced on the $5 faces and backs, which required preparation of new master dies. 

Work on a narrow $5 silver certificate face die began during January 1948, and the die was 
hardened in June. It was the first of the narrow dies to be completed. The first plate made from the die 
was certified August 11th, and it became the first narrow plate to be completed in the resizing program. 

The most obvious place to see the differences between the wide and narrow $5 SC face varieties is 
in the spiral that touches the left side of the lower right counter. See Figure 10. The most definitive 
feature is the number of pairs of vertical lines to the left of the tip of the curled line that defines the center 
of the spiral. As shown, there are three pairs of two lines on the wide, but only two on the narrow. This 
diagnostic feature is mirrored on the left side of the notes as well. 

 

Figure 10. The easiest way to distinguish between wide and 
narrow $5 Series of 1934C silver certificate faces is to count the 
numbers of pairs of vertical lines to the left of the tip of the line 
that defines the center of the spiral next to the lower right counter. 

 

 
The narrow face design first appeared on the last four plates made for the Series of 1934C silver 

certificates, specifically plates 2028, 2029, 2030 and 2031. These plates were begun in June 1948, and 
finished in August. 
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Data from the plate history ledgers summarized on Table 4 reveal that all four of the narrow 1934C 
silver certificate face plates were used. Printings from them spanned August 18, 1948 to January 11, 1950. 
They represent only a small fraction of 1934Cs produced.   A total of 156 face plates were used to print the 
$5 Series of 1934C silver certificates, so the four narrow plates represent about 2.5 percent of the total. 

Table 4.   Plate history record for the four silver certificate $5 Series of 1934C narrow face plates.   Use of these plates overlapped 
the use of micro back 637 so 637 mules were created.   Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printings (various dates-c). 

Plate Begun Certified Reentered Recertified Canceled Logged Out to Press Room 

Last Series of 1934C wide face plate: 

2026 May 21, 1948 Jun 7, 1948 Nov 20, 1951 Jul 8, 1948-Aug 25, 1949 
Sep 23, 1949-Oct 17, 1949 

Series of 1934C narrow face plates: 

2028 Jun 10, 1948 Aug 11, 1948 Mar 10, 1949 
Oct 14, 1949 

Apr 1, 1949 
Nov 7, 1949 

Nov 20, 1951 Aug 18, 1948-Mar 9, 1949
Jul 8, 1949-Aug 25, 1949 
Sep 23, 1949-Oct 13, 1949

2029 Jun 10, 1948 Aug 11, 1948 Jan 4, 1949 Jan 13, 1949 Nov 20, 1951 Aug 18, 1948-Jan 3, 1949 
Oct 18, 1949 Oct 24, 1949 Jul 8, 1949-Aug 25, 1949
Jan 12, 1950 Feb 3, 1950 Sep 23, 1949-Oct 17, 1949

Oct 5, 1949a-Jan 11, 1950 

2030 Jun 10, 1948 Aug 11, 1948 Jan 4, 1949 Jan 13, 1949 Nov 20, 1951 Aug 18, 1948-Jan 3, 1949 
Sep 23, 1949
Dec 6, 1949 

Nov 7, 1949
Dec 8, 1949 

Jul 8, 1949-Sep 22, 1949
Oct 5, 1949b-Dec 5, 1949 

2031 Jul 14, 1948 Aug 11, 1948 Jan 4, 1949 Jan 18, 1949 held for Aug 18, 1948-Jan 3, 1949 
Oct 20, 1949 Oct 26, 1949 exhibit or Jul 8, 1949-Aug 25, 1949
Jan 5, 1950 Feb 2, 1950 modeling Sep 23, 1949-Oct 19, 1949

Nov 5, 1949-Jan 4, 1950

Narrow plate 2027 was begun June 9, 1948, never certified and canceled July 14, 1948. 

Plates 2028, 2029, 2030 and 2031 were the last $5 Series of 1934C silver certificate face plates. 

a. Date conflict:  Oct 5, 1949 falls in the Sep 23-Oct 17, 1949 on-press range. Probably the month should be November.
b. Date conflict:  Oct 5, 1949 falls in the Sep 23-Nov 7, 1949 period when the plate is shown as being reentered. Probably the month

should be November.

Micro back 637 was still in use during the first part of narrow 1934C production, specifically during 
August 1948 to June 1949. Mule 1934C narrow faces with 637 backs were the result and occur in the NA 
and PA blocks. 

Star  notes  of  the variety are possible but  to  date only one has been reported; specifically, 
*14984863A 2028/637 position A.

Micro back 629 was out of production before the narrow 1934C face plates came along. 
FRN $5 Series of 1934B 212-637 Mules 

New York $5 FRN Series of 1934B face plate 212 bore very distinctive intermediate size plate 
serial numbers that were midway in size between micro and macro (Huntoon, 1984-a). See Figure 11. 
The variety resulted when a pantograph operator used the wrong setting to etch the numbers onto the plate. 
This and a few other intermediate size plate serial numbers were popularly collected in the 1970s and 212 
still has a separate listing in the Schwartz-Lindquist catalog. 
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Figure 11. Comparison between micro (left) and macro (right) 
plate serial numbers and the intermediate size numbers used on $5 
FRN Series of 1934B New York plate 212. No 212/637 mule has 
been reported although they should exist. 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 5.  Plate history record for New York Federal Reserve $5 Series of 1934B intermediate face 
plate 212. Use of this plate overlapped the use of micro back 637 so probably 637 mules were created.  
Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (various dates-c). 

 

Begun: 
Finished: 

Oct 9, 1945 
Nov 7, 1945 

 

 
 
 
 

Press Runs:                                                                          Reentered     
Nov 7, 1945-Jan 22, 1946 
Feb 26, 1946-Mar 6, 1946 
Mar 13, 1946-Mar 26, 1946 
Apr 23, 1946-May 10, 1946               May 13, 1946  

 Certified 
 

 
 
Jun 6, 1946 

 
 
 
 

 
 
C

Oct 25, 1946-Oct 31, 1946
Nov 4, 1946-Nov 14, 1946 

Canceled:                Sep 8, 1948 

  

 

Table 5 reveals that plate 212 was in service between November 7, 1945 and November 14, 
1946, entirely within the span of usage of $5 micro back 637. 

A handful of New York $5 1934B 637 mules are reported, all with high serial numbers in the BB 
block and all within the serial number range for reported 212 notes.   An intermediate 212 face married to 
a micro 637 back is entirely possible.  Such a find will constitute a dream note.   Maybe you’ll get lucky. 
It might even come in the form of a star note. 

Figure 12. Only six narrow FRN Series of 1934C face plates were made, 
those being New York faces 298 to 303. Impressions from them could 
have been mated with micro 637 backs, but no specimens have been 
reported. The means used to shorten the lower border was different than 
on the SC s and LTs. Contrast how the spiral was tightened on the narrow 
between this image and Figure 10. 

 
FRN $5 Series of 1934C Narrow 637 Mules 

Let’s take a look at another possible but currently unreported exotic mule that could have been 
produced at the end of the life of 637. This is a narrow $5 Series of 1934C New York Federal Reserve 
face on a 637 back. Only six narrow FRN Series of 1934C plates were made, all for New York. Table 6 
reveals that they were used between May 13, 1949 and February 27, 1950. The beginning of this interval 
overlapped the last use of 637. The last press hitch for 637 was April 8, 1949 to June 15, 1949. 
Consequently there was ample time for the first of the 637 sheets from this production run to have made it 
to presses with narrow New York face plates. 

Although no one has found one, it is listed as possible, and it wouldn’t surprise me if one is reported 
someday.   That will be a terrific find because it will marry on one note two rare plate varieties.
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Table 6.   Plate history record for the six New York Federal Reserve $5 Series of 1934C narrow face plates.  Plates
298-303 were the last $5 Series of 1934C Federal Reserve face plates made for any district.   Use of these plates
overlapped the use of micro back 637 so 637 mules probably were created.   Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printings
(various dates-c). 

Plate Begun Certified Reentered Recertified Canceled Logged Out to Press Room

Last Series of 1934C wide: 

297 May 9, 1947 Jun 2, 1947 Oct 11, 1949 not certified Nov 15, 1951 Sep 20, 1949-Oct 10, 1949

Series of 1934C narrow: 

First Series of 1934D narrow: 

304 no data Aug 9, 1949 

Master 

298 

Nov 1, 1948 

Apr 12, 1949 

 

May 6, 1949 

Apr 21, 1950 

Nov 15, 1951 May 13, 1949-May 17, 1949
Dec 5, 1949-Dec 7, 1949
Feb 20, 1950-Feb 27, 1950 

299 Apr 12, 1949 May 13, 1949 Nov 15, 1951 Jul 27, 1949-Aug 25, 1949 
Dec 5, 1949-Dec 7, 1949 
Feb 13, 1950-Feb 27, 1950 

300 Apr 14, 1949 May 6, 1949 Nov 15, 1951 May 13, 1949-May 17, 1949
Dec 5, 1949-Dec 7, 1949
Feb 13, 1950-Feb 27, 1950 

301 Apr 14, 1949 May 6, 1949 Nov 15, 1951 May 13, 1949-May 17, 1949
Dec 5, 1949-Dec 7, 1949 
Feb 13, 1950-Feb 27, 1950

302 Apr 18, 1949 May 18, 1949 Feb 21, 1950 not certified Nov 15, 1951 Jul 27, 1949-Oct 10, 1949 
Dec 5, 1949-Dec 7, 1949 
Feb 13, 1950-Feb 20, 1950 

303 Apr 18, 1949 May 6, 1949 held for 
exhibit or 
modeling

May 13, 1949-May 17, 1949
Dec   5, 1949-Dec   7, 1949 
Feb   8, 1950-Feb 27, 1950

 

Figure 13. The rarest 6 3 7  
Federal Reserve type note is a $5 
Series of 1934 non-mule. Only 
seven specimens have been 
reported from four districts, none 
of which are stars. 
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FRN $5 Series of 1934 637 Non-Mules 
The rarest 637 FRN variety happens to be a non-mule; specifically, Series of 1934 Federal Reserve 

notes that have micro faces mated with micro 637 backs. These are truly strange beasts that exist only 
because no $5 Federal Reserve notes were printed between May 19, 1937 and July 11, 1941. 
Consequently there was no attrition of Series of 1934 Federal Reserve face plates then, so a host of them 
remained in the plate inventory when $5 Federal Reserve production resumed in 1941. 

The variety originated from 637 micro backs that began to be printed on June 23, 1945 when micro 
637 was first placed in service and they ceased on January 23, 1946 when the last Series of 1934 FRN micro 
face plate - a Richmond plate - wore out (Huntoon, 2006). They are possible from eight districts as 
revealed on Figure 5 and Table 3, but have been reported only from four. 

Three distinct groups of 1934 non-mules were made but only the last with 637 backs. This variety 
of $5 FRN Series of 1934 non-mule is distinctive because it is the only one of the three to sport blue-green 
backs and blue-green seals and serial numbers. Let’s take a look at all three in order to see how those with 
637 backs came out with blue-green backs and seals. 

The Series of 1934 $5s were launched on October 13, 1934 when faces began to be printed for St. 
Louis. These early notes were particularly attractive because the backs were printing with a very 
distinctive soft-appearing yellow-green ink and equally distinctive vivid yellow-green seals and serial 
numbers. The last of the yellow-green back, yellow-green seal non-mules came off the face presses on 
May 19, 1937 in a final printing for Dallas. 

No $5 Federal Reserve notes were printed between mid-May 1937 and mid-July 1941, owing to a 
dramatic ramping up of $5 silver certificate production. In the meantime three changes took place. The 
seals and serial numbers on Federal Reserve notes began to be overprinted using a succession of ever paler 
looking blue-green inks beginning at the end of 1937. The yellow-green ink used to print backs was 
replaced by green on October 7, 1940.   The last of the ordinary micro backs wore out on Feb. 14, 1940. 

When Federal Reserve $5 production resumed in the summer of 1941, there were plenty of micro 
$5 Series of 1934 face plates that were put on the presses, so you would have thought that the new $5s 
would consist of 1934 mules with blue-green backs and pale blue-green seals. However, these were not 
the first out of the chute! 

Something curious had occurred. When $5 FRN production was shut down in 1937, there were 
leftover stocks of incomplete sheets for many districts of Series of 1934 non-mules with both backs and 
faces but no serial numbers and seals, so they were put in storage. They, of course, had distinctive soft 
looking yellow-green backs. 

These stockpiled sheets were the first to be numbered in 1941, so what we got were strange hybrids. 
What came out were Series of 1934 non-mules with yellow-green backs but pale blue-green seals.   There 
also were Series of 1934 Hawaii brown seal non-mules with the same yellow-green backs in the case of the 
San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank.   These non-mule varieties are quite scarce, especially the green seals. 

They were followed in short order by new production from the back and face presses, but by 
then all the back plates had macro numbers. Consequently, the expected 1934 mules with blue-green backs 
and pale blue-green seals emerged. Eventually they comprised the most common mule type in any class or 
denomination because they continued to be made until January 23, 1946 when the last ordinary $5 micro 
1934 FRN face plate wore out.  

The very last of the FRN Series of 1934 face plate production just happened to overlap the first use 
of micro 637, giving rise to the very rare Series of 1934 637 non-mules. 

Thus, the three groups of Series of 1934 non-mules were the following. The first group of 1934- 
1937 vintage had soft appearing yellow-green backs and vivid yellow-green seals. The second group of 
1941-1942 vintage made from uncompleted earlier stock had soft appearing yellow-green backs and pale 
blue-green seals.   The third group was the 637 non-mules of 1945-1946 vintage with blue-green backs and 
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pale blue-green seals.   This means if you want all the varieties of the Series of 1934 non-mules, you will 
have to find one of the rare 637 notes from the last group. 

Figure 14.   Rare Series of 1934B silver certificate changeover pair between micro back 637 and macro back 1492. 

Changeover Pairs 
Micro backs 629 and 637 were used on 4-plate flatbed power presses whereon the 12-subject plates 

circulated around the bed of the press. As they circulated, they passed through a succession of stations on 
their way to the impression roller, which pressed the sheets against the inked plates. There were inking, 
wiping, polishing and printing functions, all operating simultaneously as the plates moved. 

All the sheets fed to one pile at the take-off position so the sheets in the stack cycled through the 
four plates that were present. This of course meant that without some disturbance, every fourth sheet 
would be from 629 or 637, whichever happened to be on the press. 

The sheets were then fed through 12-subject rotary serial numbering and sealing presses that also 
slit the sheets in half, cut the notes apart and collated the respective halves in serial number order. Each 
side of the press employed an independent range of serial numbers. 

The serial numbers on the notes that came out of a given side of the machine progressed down the 
half sheets, and then proceeded onto the six notes from the next sheet and so on. The succession of the 
four plate serial numbers on the sheets would repeat in every group of 24 notes providing no mixing of 
sheets had occurred. 

Consequently, each run of notes coming out of the two sides of the press contained instances of 
back and forth switches between notes carrying micro and macro back plate serial numbers. Consider a 
run of sheets containing micro 637 impressions. The stream originating from the left sides of the sheets 
contained six consecutive micro 637 notes in every group of 24. The A position 637 note would follow 
the F position macro from the preceding sheet. Conversely the F position 637 note would precede the A 
position macro from the succeeding sheet. 

These pairs are called changeover pairs, defined as consecutively numbered notes representing two 
varieties. Half were normal changeovers, the other half reverse changeovers. Normal and reverse implies 
that the notes are numbered from the old to the new variety, and vice versa. 

Every time 629 and 637 were on a press, they were creating streams containing changeover pairs 
so occasionally such pairs are discovered in consecutive runs. They are at once highly prized and very 
rare. 
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A handful of such changeover pairs have been reported, but to date all the reported pairs remain 
one of a kind. I have assembled three of them over the decades: $5 SC 1934B LA block 637 mule to 
non-mule, $5 SC 1934C NA block non-mule to 637 mule, and $5 FRN 1934B HA 637 mule to non-mule. 

Condition 
If you are one of these people who believes that our game somehow owes you pristine notes 

delivered up from 70 years ago to make your set look great, than 629 and 637 mules are not for you. These 
notes were not hothouse plants purchased fresh and placed on someone’s mantel piece. They were 
workhorse production notes that came off the line and were pushed out to fuel the heady post-war economy, 
so they disproportionately earned their stripes as currency by accumulating moderate to hard wear. 

Remember that collectors didn’t start to take notice of mules until the mid-1960s, so the 629 and 
637 notes weren’t even noticed let alone deliberately saved when they came out. Besides, there were 
hardly any currency collectors in those days. The result is that a true old-standard very fine is a high grade 
for one.   When an extra fine or uncirculated comes along, it is considered a true prize. 

The rarities generally show up in well circulated condition and those in the know value them highly 
and pay accordingly. I make no apology for the worn and written on 629 FRN 1934C in my collection, 
and neither did Leon Goodman when he owned it. The fact is that neither of us ever had a chance to buy 
another one because for a long time it was the only reported specimen. 

Perspective 
The fascinating thing about $5 micro backs 629 and 637 was their exotic technological origin. The 

numismatically exciting thing about them was that the plates from which they were printed survived for 
more than a decade before they were sent to press. By then all the rest of the $5 micro backs had worn 
out. 

When they finally reached the presses with their then obsolete micro plate numbers, they began to 
be mated with a host of then current faces thereby producing a myriad of exotic and rare varieties. Most 
of the varieties were mules. 

The production innovation that created them was the changeover begun in 1934 to increase the 
vertical separation between the subjects on plates to reduce spoilage. This move from so-called old to new 
gauge plates was the latent trigger. 

Activation attended the plate salvaging tradition begun during World War II prompted by steel 
shortages. Back 637, a master basso, was completed as a production plate with micro plate serial numbers 
and sent to press.  Fully completed but unused micro back 629 was found, dusted off and eventually sent 
to press. The 10-year delay for 637 and 14-year delay for 629 meant that those peculiar plates bearing 
micro plate serial numbers were the only $5 back plates with micro numbers in service when they arrived 
on the presses. 

The delayed use of 629 and 637 allowed them to bridge other changes that had occurred since they 
were begun in the 1930s. By the time they came along, the inks used to print backs had been changed 
from yellow-green to steely blue-green. Similarly the seal colors on the Federal Reserve notes had been 
changed from yellow-green to pale blue-green. The use of micro back 637 overlapped productions from 
the peculiar Series of 1934B New York Federal Reserve notes printed from face 212 that sported 
intermediate size plate numbers, as well as the narrow face plate varieties on the last of Series of 1934C 
silver certificates and Federal Reserve notes. 

None of the $5 World War II brown or yellow seal printings got caught up in 629 and 637 printings 
because they were made before 629 and 637 went to press. 

There is a scintillating fact pertaining to micro back 637. If the plate had survived for just one 
more normal press hitch in 1949, or if some backs printed from it entered a stockpile, it could have gone 
on to create Clark-Snyder $5 mules. 

The list of references includes the pivotal pioneering literature surrounding 629 and 637. You will 
find discrepancies between obsolete data and conclusions in the earlier literature and what is presented here. 
Rely on this information. 

The census of the scarcest 629 and 637 varieties is appended as Table 7. There are more of 
these notes in collections, but the relative populations are representative. 
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Understanding the unique roles that plates 629 and 637 had in small size $5 production and within 
the larger mule story has been a 50-year quest of mine. 
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Table 7.   Census of the rare $5 micro 629 and 637 varieties. 

Serial Plate Grade 

FRN Series of 1934 637 non-mules: 
B66598277B 
D53788157A 

E5/637
E4/637 

xf
vg-f 

D54747952A 
D56173416A 
D56475697A 
E61241842A 

J14/637 
L10/637 
A14/637 
J10/637 

vf 
f 
cu 
xf 

J27826429A 
J27826430A 
J30452951A 

A15/637 
B15/637 
I1/637 

cu 
cu 
vf 

FRN Series of 1934A mules: 
B63063567B C160/637 au 
B67659246B 
 B67659247B 
B69708310B 

L169/637 
G170/1448 
D159/637

au changeover pair
au changeover pair
vf

B84656980B 
C68173332A 
C69052070A 
G97972759A 

J203/637 
F77/637 
H80/637 
A114/637 

xf 
f 
g 
vf 

G97972785A 
G99517163A 
G00327342B 
G01323128B 

C114/637 
K117/637 
L119/637 
B113/637 

vf-xf 
f+ 
f 
f

G06763402B 
G01399038* 
H49106308A 
L01212949* 

J106/637 
F161/637 
D47/637 
A90/637 

vf 
unc 
au 
xf 

FRN Series of 1934B mules: 
A54375901A A96/637 vf 
B88136287B 
B88136290B 

G228/637 
J228/637

cu 
cu

B88136291B 
B94584878B 
B94911759B 
C77160838A 

K228/637 
B211/637 
637 
J94/637 

cu 
f 
? 
vf+ 

D60641001A 
D60661790A 
D63079317A 
D63813881A 

C49/637 
H44/637 
I46/637 
E42/637 

f 
f 
vf 
f 

D63848740A 
G21370363B 
G21824458B 
H53328667A 
H54567379A 

D46/637 
G167/637 
J167/637 
G87/637 
G95/637 

au 
cu 
f 
vf 
cu 

H54567383A 
H54567384A 
 H54567385A 

K95/637 
L95/637 
G96/1570 

cu
cu changeover pair
cu changeover pair
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H58149736A 
I15920841A 
I18105713A 

D91/637 
C29/637 
637 

xf 
xf 
g 

L01597562B 
L02967122B 
L01359866* 

B166/637 
H149/637 
637 

vg 
cu 
cu

L01359867* 637 cu
FRN Series of 1934C mules: 

A54870831A C127/637 g 
B22594851C 
B22594947C 

I257/629 
I255/629

vg 
vg

B26865280C 
B39857132C 
B39875499C 
B42196541C 

D264/629 
B264/637 
C258/637 
E263/637 

vf 
cu 
cu 
vg 

B45409229C 
C91222248A 
C95791219A 
C95844752A 

E257/637 
L139/629 
A138/637 
B130/637 

au 
vf 
au 
f-vf

C96464619A 
C00036000B 
C01183611B 
D76605379A 

C129/637 
F135/637 
C130/637 
G71/637 

f-vf
cu 
cu 
vf+

D77184218A 
D78735265A 
D83297358A 
D85007345A 

B71/637 
629 
L83/637 
K72/637 

au 
au 
cu 
cu 

D85007348A 
D85007349A 
D85159240A 
D85217832A 

H74/637 
I74/637 
637 
L74/637 

cu 
cu 

cu
E89239569A 
E92093059A 
G31475153B 
G31696274B 

C74/637 
A80/637 
E216/637 
B216/637 

f-vf
cu 
vg 
xf 

G33720324B 
G42774118B 
G45218427B 
G45417717B 

637 
D215/629 
I220/629 
I219/629 

cu 
xf+ 
au 
vg 

G45864272B 
G52716542B 
G61015789B 
G62502454B 

H215/629 
B21/637 
A213/637 
J229/637 

f 
cu 
vg 
vg 

G64633087B 
H67940193A 
H70831511A 
I20058699A 
J31266251A 

A229/637 
C134/637 
K127/637 
I41/637 
637 

f-vf
vf 

  cu 
f 
vg

J31270749A 
J31934610A 
J31924611A 

C36/637 
F37/637 
A36/637 

vf 
au 
au 
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J31934655A C34/637 unc
J35162625A I42/637 xf

LT Series of 1928C 637 mules. 
G41283312A 
G41734031A 
G41739156A 
G42355227A 

L478/637
637 
L479/637 
C462/637 

f
au
xf 
au

G42498305A 
G45102485A 
G45604674A 
G46776426A 

637 
K479/637 
L485/637 
F486/637 

vf 
cu
f 
cu

G49546894A 
G49554082A 
G50327702A 
G50447976A 

D520/637 
D473/637 
H520/637 
F486/637 

vf 
vf 
vg
au

G51618572A 
G52180700A 
G54622586A 
G57843456A 

B460/637 
B522/637 
B522/637 
F518/637 

xf 
xf 
vg
f 

*06928553A K486/637 f
SC Series of 1934C with narrow faces and 637 backs. 

N82179796A 
N85978601A 
N85978603A 

D2031/637
E2029/637 
A2031/637 

xf
cu
cu

N85978604A 
N85978606A 
N85978608A 
N85978613A 

B2031/637 
D2031/637 
F2031/637 
E2029/637 

cu
cu
cu
cu

N94678133A 
P16330226A 
P28681667A 
*14984863A

E2029/637 
B2030/637 
K2028/637 
A2028/637 

cu
cu
vg
vg
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